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“

Let us dance in the
sun, wearing wild
flowers in our hair . . .
— Susan Polis Schutz

What Brings Me Joy

”

Dear colleagues ,
Our May newsletter discusses the topic “what brings me joy”. I sincerely thank the authors of our newsletter
for giving us a break from bad news. During the COVID-19 pandemic and social distancing period, sharing
a moment of joy is more important than ever: Spending time with our favorite human(s), watching the sun
rise, reading a novel, cooking a delicious dinner, exploring your artistic side, getting some fresh air, trying
something new...
Don’t get us wrong: These times are bad. People around the world are dying of COVID-19. Healthcare workers on the front lines are exhausted. The economy is down. More than 16 million Americans have lost their
jobs. Many more are being informed about pay cuts...
A crisis amplifies disparities. We are all in the same storm. But we are not in the same boat. This is the end
of positivity in the sense of ignoring reality. How long does a deer survive in the woods if it enjoys the flowers and ignores the wolf? Our brain is designed to spot problems and solve them. And what sets us apart
from the animal world is our ability to actively change our circumstances. What we need now is optimism:
The fundamental belief that the good will always win and that better times are coming. How can we make
it through a crisis? By creating one good moment. And then we make one step forward. And then another.
And another. Until we reach a better place

Heike E. Daldrup-Link, M.D, Ph.D.
Professor
Associate Chair for Diversity
Stanford Medicine | Radiology
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Video Resources

THE GREAT REALIZATION
A moving, beautiful and inspiring bed time story of how it started and why hindsight’s 2020.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nw5KQMXDiM4

JOHN KRASINSKI STARTED A NEWS CHANNEL THAT REPORTS SOME GOOD NEWS
(SGN) FROM AROUND THE WORLD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5pgG1M_h_U&feature=youtu.be

BRAIN HEALTH AND RESILIENCE:
FIRESIDE CHAT WITH EMILIA CLARKE AND BENNET OMALU
Emilia Clarke shares her story of brain injury and resilience and the importance of recovery with Dr.
Bennet Omalu.
https://www.salesforce.com/video/7761772/?d=cta-body-promo-103

MUSIC ROMANCE: A YOUNG PIANIST FINDS HER VOICE
https://www.npr.org/sections/deceptivecadence/2019/08/07/748257842/in-a-family-filled-with-musicians-a-young-pianist-finds-her-voice

“. . . Joy is a net of love by which you can catch souls.”
– Mother Teresa
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The Power of Mental Habits

As we reflect on joy and happiness in this issue of the Stanford Radiology Diversity Newsletter, I know that we
will be yet again reminded of the power of our mental habits which only we can cultivate, thought-by-positivethought. Rather than being something that we achieve, happiness is something that we cultivate and maintain
(like Sisyphus.) One of the many ironies of life is that: this is more difficult to do when we need it most. I’ll focus
this contribution on the six 2 minute daily practices of Shawn Achor. They are not unique, but they are concise
and easy (aka a low bar.)

Gratitude
The first and foremost is gratitude. The chances are good that if you are at Stanford and therefore reading
this, like me, you may be living a life of extreme privilege relative to most people on the planet. Unfortunately,
it does not follow that we live in a state of constant extreme gratitude or happiness. In a 2017 study, while a
rise in household income from $40 to 50k correlated with an increase in happiness, increases above $75k did
not. However, simply identifying 3 things from the previous 24hrs for which we are grateful does measurably
increase our happiness, so here goes:
•
•
•

Talking with my octogenarian friend, Ellie (85%)
Witnessing the generous spirit of my husband, Joe (90%)
Taking deep breaths of clean fresh air (75%)

This may not be for everybody, but I also “quantify” how grateful I feel for each item (on a completely arbitrary
and subjective scale) and for some reason that makes the list more impactful for me.

The Doubler
Another daily practice that measurably increases happiness is journaling for 2 minutes about a positive experience. Here’s mine:
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The Power of Mental Habits

One night during the shutdown, I “slept” with my 9yo daughter, indulging her request, and one of the many
times that I awoke, she was laughing in her sleep. I stayed awake watching and listening to her in fascination
and admiration, and giggling quietly to myself. She loved hearing about it the next morning and we got to
laugh about it again together (this time, both of us were awake.)
For some reason, writing about the experience is more effective than either telling somebody about it or remembering it.

Cardio
If you have the time (wink wink), doing a whopping 15 minutes of fun cardio activity daily also increases our
subjective experience of wellbeing. These days, it is especially important to remember to move. It’s scary how
easy it is not to step foot outside the house (possibly because that requires getting out of pajamas.) I like to
take a walk while talking with a friend on the phone. This gives privacy for the call as well as the cardio-happiness benefit and deepens social connections (see below.) Others like to listen to music, a podcast or audiobook, or even enjoy their immediate surroundings with nothing in their ears. If you prefer to stay in your pajamas, the occasional dance party, either alone or with the kids, is a potent (and potentially comedic) happiness
booster. 15 minutes of yoga (I do 5 sun salutations) in the morning is another pajama-friendly cardio activity,
and is like moving meditation.

Meditate
As little as 2 minutes of meditation a day produces a measurable increase in happiness if practiced consistently. This is not to be confused with the time it takes to remember what you wanted to get from another
room once you’ve gotten there, or simply spacing out. Those don’t count. As you have heard a gazillion times,
focusing on your breath is a good way to start meditating.

Kindness
Another sure-fire daily exercise to strengthen your sense of wellbeing is to send someone you know a short
email or text appreciating them. If it’s the kind of day when nobody seems praiseworthy, take food to a friend
in need or offer to shop for an older neighbor. Keep in mind that this will probably benefit you more than
them (unless you save them from contracting COVID-19).
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Relationships
If, in addition to being happy, you’d like to live a successful, healthy, and long life, invest in meaningful social
connections. This is why humanity has evolved with interactions through churches, sports (and their various
forms of worship), self-help groups, volunteer organizations and academic communities. Granted, zoomxhaustion is real. But the benefit of human connection outweighs the computer headache. It took me a while
to warm up to virtual connections with people but on the upside you can stay in your pajama bottoms.
Challenge often brings gifts that are not normally accessible. 40-60% of our tendency to feel happy may be
genetic. While my genetically high metabolic rate lets me get away with eating more calorie-rich foods than
many can, my disposition does not allow for analogous mental delinquencies. If your family has a history of
depression or suicide, learning to function with that emotional burden builds a strength that people with happy-genes may never have the opportunity to develop. Physical isolation with our thoughts (and possibly our
family) may occasionally bring us to our knees during social distancing. With this challenge, we may be more
receptive to investing in positive habits than we are under normal circumstances. This unusual context may
also make us more aware of the benefits of these positive practices. While sustained perfect happiness does
not exist, we can enjoy progress in that direction with a few simple practices. So, now is the time: write that
email, make that call, crank up the music... Breathe.

Laura Jean Pisani, PhD
Associate Director, SCi3
Stanford Medicine | Radiology

“Joy lies in the fight, in the attempt,
in the suffering involved, not in the victory itself.”
– Mahatma Gandhi
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Virtual Time with Family

Spending virtual time with my family on the other side of country and across the Bay has brought us even closer. Sharing the joy of my 3 nephews’ college decisions (Univ of Delaware, Univ of Pennsylvania, and University
of Maryland) and reading Story Time with my grand-niece have been priceless memories.

Iris C. Gibbs, MD, FACR, FASTRO
Associate Dean of MD Admissions
Professor of Radiation Oncology
Professor of Neurosurgery (by courtesy)
Stanford Medicine | Radiation Oncology
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Joy is Created by People, Experiences
and Identity within a Community
I’ve never really thought through what brings me joy, or what joy
even means to me. The first thing I did when I agreed to contribute
to the diversity newsletter is to ask ‘Google’ what joy is, and how it
differs from happiness (I often use both interchangeably). I learned
that unlike happiness’ reliance on external forces and circumstances (and it’s role as a socio-economic metric), joy is a permanent
inner feeling that defies circumstances (and difficult to measure).
Living with joy is often consistent and long lasting, and it results
from our inner peace and satisfaction. To me, joy is a continuous
manifestation of the people, experiences and identities that define
who we are and help ‘ground’ us. Based on this, here is what brings
me joy in life:

1. People: My loved ones and close friends are without a doubt the
continuous fuel for my Joy in life. From my two boys and the uncanny love, satisfaction and joy that comes with having children, to my
wife’s way of bringing me anchored inner peace; my parents and brother who have helped shape me through an
incredibly rich childhood, to my close friends who I’ve shared unimaginable experiences with.

2. Experiences: From unpredictable itinerary-less backpacking travel packed with adventures in strange lands, and
culture shocks that i continue to be grateful for, to playing live music in front of large audiences as a teenager. And
while experiences are not all created equal, together, they make up the pieces of the bitter-sweet journey to recognize joy.

3. Identities: We all carry in us a variety of identities. From cultural origins, spiritual beliefs or lack of, sexual identity,
to the complex communities that we belong to, either professionally or not. I find joy in the multiple identities that
make up the blueprints of who I am, and in getting to know those of others. For me, it’s the french-canadian, egyptian-origin, engineer-scientist, entrepreneur, with a passion for the philosophy of science, spirituality, music, and
exploring the unknown.

As such, I consider myself fortunate that I can continue to build on those elements of joy within Radiology at
Stanford, surrounded by incredible colleagues, friends, with rich diversities and identities, who are eager to
connect and share experiences that are personally and professionally impactful.

Ahmed El Kaffas, PhD
Instructor
Stanford Medicine | Radiology
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Shelter-in-place has been incredibly difficult, but I know how fortunate I am to be surrounded by my
family in these uncertain and downright scary times. This brings me true joy.

Magali Fassiotto, PhD
Assistant Dean, Office of Faculty Development & Diversity
Stanford Medicine
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Being able to provide for and spend time with my family brings me joy. We enjoy relaxing days at the
beach, playing sports together, building puzzles, reading, coloring, fishing, camping, and so many
other things. I hope that these practices will build strong connections within our family as well as with
my children and that it inspires them to do the same with their children.

Sarina M. Smith
Program Manager, Performance and Quality Improvement
Stanford Medicine | Radiology
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What Brings Me Joy? Bikes, Bikes, Bikes!

I find joy in cycling. It all started my freshman year at Indiana University. As a long-distance runner
through my childhood into high school, when my mom started trying to push me into road cycling
during my freshman year, I was pretty sure I would never get into it. Next thing I knew, I was the owner
of a red Giant road bike. My mom would entice me home on weekends with home-cooked meals and
free laundry to get me to ride with her. We were pretty scrubby in those days and didn’t wear bike
shorts to ride. We were unaware of the luxury of good padded bike shorts. It was on those rides on
rare weekends at home with my mom that I truly started to find joy in cycling. It quickly became more
than the bike and was about the deeper bond I created with my mom.
Fast forward to the end of my freshmen year, it was time for the Little 500 bike race. One day in April,
right before spring finals, going to the race was the thing to do. Sitting in the stands I was in awe
of how amazing 33 teams of cyclists could be, riding basic Schwinn bikes in circles around a cinder
400-meter track. In that moment, I knew I had to find a team and race the following spring. If you’ve
never seen the movie Breaking Away with Dennis Quaid, I highly recommend you watch it. After that,
you’ll want to go to Bloomington, Indiana and ride in the Indiana University Little 500 just like me. Or
at least check out beautiful southern Indiana. If you do not have time for that, then at least google
“Indiana University Little 500”. It’s assured to get your heart racing.
That summer I was hooked! My mom and I kept getting stronger and riding together. Then we
branched out to group rides and I met a few of the local cyclist. They patiently taught me the rules of
the road and also the importance of stopping mid-ride for chats and snacking. Most people on those
rides were at least double my age, but I felt true joy hearing their years of cycling stories. Cycling has
a wonderful power to bring people of all walks of life together. All you need is a reliable bike.
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What Brings Me Joy? Bikes, Bikes, Bikes!
Going into my sophomore year I was driven
and ready to find a team to compete in the
Little 500. I found my home with Ski Club Cycling, which was part of the Indiana University Ski and Snowboard Club. At this point in
my life, being from flat central Indiana, I had
never been skiing. Luckily, they cared more
about my cycling skills. I also lacked these
but was eager to learn. Ski quickly became
my family from early Saturday morning
workouts in our coach’s basement, laughing about everything while working harder
than I’ve ever worked, to the winter ski trip
(I finally learned how to ski) to the moments
off the bike. As time went by, it became less
about competing and more about the joy
of these friendships. I continued with Ski
throughout the rest of my college years and
found the deepest joy. These strong women are still some of my closest friends and I
have the bike to thank for that.
Since college there’s been a move to Illinois then California. I go back every year for the Little 500 to
see the women and the race that changed my life for the better. Every time my mom and I visit each
other there’s always a discussion on what cycling items to pack. Being on the bike always fills me with
joy, especially when I get to experience it with others.
Now as I sit and look around my home “office”, I immediately see at least three bike themed decorations, several photos of memorable cycling moments and even three road bikes neatly hung on a
leaning bike rack with two more mountain bikes in the closet downstairs. There is no escaping the joy
that cycling has brought to my life and the wonderful relationships. There’s a saying in the bike world
about how many bikes you should own. It’s “n+1” with “n” being the number you currently have. It’s
even more true for cycling relationships.

Ashley Williams
Events Coordinator
Stanford Medicine | Radiology
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Biking around the neighborhood has been my
favorite weekend activity to relax, and I got to
enjoy it a bit more now while doing my share
to “flatten the curve”. The weather is just beautiful and sunny and the neighborhood is quite
as usual. It helps me getting my mind off this
unprecedented virus outbreak for a moment.

If we had to have a lockdown, I’m thankful it’s
in Springtime. Walking around my neighborhood, I delight in the spectacular first bloom of
the roses. Looking closer, I see industrious bees
nuzzling among the petals, and I’m reminded
that life in the natural world is thriving. I would
have missed this splendor if I were commuting
to work by car.

Jianghong Rao, PhD

Terry Desser, MD

Professor
Stanford Medicine | Radiology

Professor
Stanford Medicine | Radiology

RELATED READ: THE VALUE OF FRONT GARDENS IN A PANDEMIC AND ALWAYS
https://theplanthunter.com.au/gardens/the-value-of-front-gardens-in-a-pandemic-and-always/
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What brings me joy? I have so many answers to this question. Traveling, reading, listening to music, doing exercises,
spending time with my family, and things like that all make
me happy and bring me so much joy.
However, since last month, our life has changed because of
the COVID-19 pandemic. People all over the world have to
face this difficulty. Nobody knows when it will end. All this
uncertainty gives me a better understanding of moments
of joy during this difficult situation. I feel like all those little things can bring me joy, which I ignored or did not think
about much before the pandemic: This could be the sound
of birds, the laugh of kids, and the fragrant scent of flowers
from my backyard. Now anything beautiful or any moment
of peace is my source of happiness because it makes me
calm and relieves my stress.
Additionally, spending time with my family is an easy and
great way to add joy to our life. Other than work, I spent time
with my kids cooking, reading, and playing in the backyard. I
appreciate the precious time with my family now more than
ever. Even though we could not go outdoors as usual, we
still had fun indoors. We baked a marble chocolate cake
together. It did not look as delicious as those from the bakery, but the process of creating it together made us
happy. We also made hurricane popcorn for a family movie night. Playing board games together had never
been more pleasureful. I am grateful for all these beautiful moments that I can share with my family. I am
given priceless gifts.

Peng (Amy) Li
Finance Manager
Stanford Medicine | Radiology

“Joy is not in things; it is in us.”
– Richard Wagner
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Happy 18 month birthday to our little boy! We celebrated with homemade confetti cake and a zoom call with
family.

Mrudula Penta, MD
Assistant Professor
Stanford Medicine | Radiology

It brings me tremendous joy to see my daughters with
their violin teacher at a recital.

Sofia Gonzales
Program Manager
SCIT, SMIS, ARTS, Nuclear Medicine
Stanford Medicine | Radiology
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Exploring Leadership

I had the privilege to be nominated and selected to attend the 2019 Association of American Medical Colleges
Early Career Women Faculty Leadership Development Seminar. The goal of the seminar is to promote and foster
leadership skills that include effective communication, self-awareness, enhancing financial expertise, and other leadership skills. Additionally, the workshop also allows for meeting and connecting with new colleagues in
academic medicine and science. The seminar was composed of three and a half days of general sessions, small
group workshops, and group discussions. Some of the topics of the seminar were: working through differences,
how to effectively communicate with different personality types at work, time management, organization skills,
how to communicate as a leader, how to lead teams as well as learning and developing strategies for navigating
gender dynamics. During each session we were given time to think and outline what our goals are, how we plan
to achieve them and set deadlines. While all of the above can come across as something we all know how to do
effectively, I was quite surprised how much I learn about myself, what makes me more creative and how to encourage and foster more productive work environment through effective communication. Some of the sessions
related to increasing research productivity and creativity are outlined below.
Working through differences: in this session we took a personality test during which we had the time to think
about the impact of our own personalities at work. The awareness of our own personality and the opportunity
to spend time reflecting on it allowed all of us to think how we can adjust and what changes we need to make to
ensure highly effective/productive interactions and work with other personalities.
Leading teams: building, maintaining and leading our research teams are vital components of successful and
creative research programs. We discussed the four stages of successful team development: forming, storming,
norming and performing as well as the four necessary components of a successful team environment: open
communication, safety, trust and respect. After the discussion, we had time to outline a research project and a
career goal with specific time frames and plan out team members and collaborators needed to achieve the set
goals.
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Exploring Leadership
Time management and organization skills: I always wanted to be able to do it all. Well, as David Allen said” “you
can do anything, but not everything”. It is critical to spend a few minutes and really think what our highest impact
projects are and how we can invest more time in them and reduce/eliminate the time we spend on unproductive
interactions and communications. Some strategies include: do macro and micro level prioritizing, set clear goals
for the next year and then make a weekly plan of what you want to achieve by the end of each week. Track your
time, be more efficient, delegate what you can. In this session we had the opportunity to draft a table asking
ourselves: “What we want to do more of” and “What we want to do less of”.
Negotiation and productive dialogues: during this session, we discussed how to lead a productive dialogue. The
first and most critical part is to layout and think through our exact needs. Another important component of productive dialogue and effective communication is our emotional state. Everyone has an “emotional basement”
at which our reactions may not necessary be rational but rather impulsive. Never negotiate or initiate dialogue
when you are in your emotional basement. Always start with the big picture, have a plan, sort agreements from
disagreements and acknowledge the opinions and standpoints of others.
Communicating as a Leader: in this workshop we discussed and learned the principles and components of great
presentations including knowing your audience, being aware that the first impression (the first seven seconds)
is critical to catch the attention of your audience, the impact of physical presence and use of voice, identifying
what makes you nervous and how to deal with it, stay calm, and strategies to respond to challenging situations
during presentations.
In summary, I truly enjoyed the seminar. I feel that I learned a lot about how to prioritize impactful and creative
projects and goals, manage my time better by refocusing on what is important for my research program.

Tanya Stoyanova, PhD
Assistant Professor
Stanford Medicine | Radiology

“A joyful heart is the normal result of a heart burning with love.
She gives most who gives with joy.”
– Mother Teresa
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Exploring my artistic side!

Jessica Klockow, PhD
Postdoctoral Fellow
Stanford Medicine | Radiation Oncology
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Equal Technology Access Initiative
The Department of Radiology launched a new initiative to provide resources for trainees who face financial and technological constraints that impair their ability to conduct research work from home. Stanford
undergraduate students, Stanford graduate students and Stanford funded postdoctoral fellows who are
conducting research under supervision of a Stanford Radiology faculty and who do not have adequate
computer access at home were invited to apply for a Stanford Radiology funded Mac laptop. Five members
of the Radiology diversity committee reviewed and scored all submitted applications. To ensure unbiased
reviews, PIs of applicants were excused from the review process. Below are the winners of a new MAC laptop or iPad. The new computers are property of the Radiology Department and will be returned to the PIs
lab when the trainee’s project has been completed. We thank the reviewers for taking the time to carefully
review all proposals, we thank Dr. Garry Gold for funding this important initiative and we congratulate the
successful applicants!

Ever since I joined RSL, my five year old laptop has been
slowing me down in my research. My outdated computer
with small disk space posed problems when downloading
imaging data and running data analysis software. When I
wanted to process big data on MATLAB or 3D model a part,
I used to resort to the computer labs on campus. However,
with the pandemic, this is not an option for me anymore.
This limitation is especially problematic for me now, because I plan on conducting more computational research
since I’m not allowed to conduct my usual experiments at
the Lucas Center. The laptop provided by the Equal Technology Access Initiative will help me stay productive during
the pandemic and beyond. Thank you!

Mihyun Choi
Graduate Student
PI: Kim Butts Pauly, PhD
Stanford Medicine | Radiology
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Equal Technology Access Initiative
First, thank you so much to Dr. Gold and the Radiology Diversity Committee for the Equal Technology Access Initiative. I currently share my laptop
with my two younger siblings so that they can attend their online classes
on Zoom and complete their homework during the day. As a result, it has
been difficult for me to do my work and assignments until late afternoon.
Thus, my new computer will enable me to complete my research projects and assignments in a significantly more timely fashion. As an undergraduate research trainee in the Daldrup-Link lab, I plan to design figures
utilizing Adobe Illustrator and Inkscape and perform data analysis using
GraphPad Prism with my new computer.

Famyrah Lafortune
Undergraduate Student
PI: Heike Daldrup-Link, MD, PhD
Stanford Medicine | Radiology

I´m very thankful to the Radiology department, especially Dr. Heike for
driving this program and Dr. Gold for his generous sponsorship of the
Equal Technology Access Initiative. Thank you so much. My postdoctoral work is primarily bioinformatics-focused. I process large amounts of
raw data, perform statistical analysis with thousands of proteins at a
time, compile data from multiple conditions in each experiment, perform
post-processing of the data to extract biologically meaningful results, and
construct predictive models using machine-learning algorithms. Under
normal circumstances, my lab computer can easily handle all of my tasks.
However, given the current world pandemic situation, this is not an option. The new laptop will provide substantial improvements in my computing capabilities and help return my level of productivity to what it is when
I am physically at the Canary Center. This will be tremendously helpful to
both our lab, and all of our collaborators at the Canary Center and in the
Department of Radiology at Stanford.

Fernando J. Garcia-Marques, PhD
Postdoctoral Research Fellow
PI: Sharon J. Pitteri, PhD
Stanford Medicine | Radiology
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Equal Technology Access Initiative
Imagine running a marathon with a sequential degradation like losing a
shoe, getting blisters, now getting a migraine, now suffering breathlessness. And just when you are entering the last mile when you need to
speed up for the last burst to get on the leaderboard, you break your leg?
All of that is how I was feeling when I got a project that needed me to work
on Matlab code, thousands of images and possibly other software on my
personal computer that is hanging by a thread for its life. Needless to say,
having a reliable way to connect with my advisors on Zoom is critical in the
times of Covid-19 and my laptop’s camera can’t work due to some driver
issues. Here is where the Equal Technology Access Initiative came in as a
Godsend. In addition to being able to reliably use a webcam for meetings,
processor and a smooth operating system for programming/processing
images, I am also looking forward to using a Mac because that helps me
with Linux as an Operating System. Often I need to connect to Linux servers and I can’t because of my slow old
computer and old operating systems. The new Mac will definitely accelerate my work. Thank you!

Johana Carolina M. Vega Leonel, PhD
Postdoctoral Research Fellow
PI: Michael E. Moseley, PhD
Stanford Medicine | Radiology

First, I’m so grateful to the department, and especially Dr. Gold, for their
support and generosity - Thank you! An iPad will greatly serve my ability to
conduct research and teach while I am a trainee. I am very excited to have
a good tool for digital drawing and creating diagrams; it will be so helpful
during my teaching assistantships and online office hours with undergraduate engineering students. It will also facilitate explaining and answering
questions via Zoom and beyond. I also anticipate that it will become handy
throughout my imaging research when I segment images and draw ROIs.
Thank you!

Mackenzie L. Carlson
PhD Candidate in Bioengineering
Co-PIs: Michelle James, PhD and Michael Zeineh, MD, PhD
Stanford Medicine | Radiology
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Equal Technology Access Initiative

It is really getting tough to work on my six years old laptop due to its compatibility issues with the latest version of various essential software for my
research work. For that reason, I am solely dependent on my lab desktop.
The current global pandemic has redefined our work culture paradigm
with more and more of us now resorting to working from home or remotely. It is in this context, my efforts to stay productive has hampered.
I am thankful to the department Stanford Radiology for their timely support with the Equal Access Technology Initiative. I strongly believe that
with this new MAC laptop, I will be able to stay productive during my entire
training period at the department, and especially in these tough times. It
will also expedite the communication over the latest digital telecommunication tools (Zoom, Skype etc.), which are now becoming essential steps
across all work environments. Collectively, this initiative will support me to
stay connected and enhance my overall research productivity during the
pandemic and beyond. Thank you.

Mahaveer Purohit, PhD
Postdoctoral Research Fellow
PI: Raag Airan, MD, PhD
Stanford Medicine | Radiology

“There are souls in this world who have the gift of finding joy everywhere,
and leaving it behind them when they go.”
– Frederick William Faber
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“Sometimes your joy is the source of your smile,
but sometimes your smile can be the source of your joy.”
– Thich Nhat Hanh
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